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   CHAPTER 1
   INTRODUCTION
 There are many areas of science where conducting meaningful research requires large amounts of 
computation. In many cases, research activities are restricted due to limited availability of computational 
resources. These limitations are especially apparent at smaller institutions with limited research budgets 
(Chambers and Poore, 1975; Scragg, 1987; Chavey, 1995; Best, Chamberlain, Maene, 2002), and for 
projects with very large computational needs (Seti@Home). Public-resource computing (Sullivan, et al., 
1997; Anderson et al., 2002; Loewe, 2002; Anderson, 2003; Anderson, 2004), which builds on earlier 
works in computer-resource sharing (Shoch and Hupp, 1982; Nichols, 1987; Litzkow, 1987; Litzkow, 1988; 
Theimer and Lantz, 1988), offers a solution for expanding access to resources beyond those dedicated to 
research. However, the Internet bandwidth required to host large-scale projects (SETI, 2004) may represent 
another barrier (Gammill, 1990). Moving the public-resource computing paradigm to a hierarchically 
scalable architecture is expected to be the path to overcoming the bandwidth barrier, thereby improving 
resource accessibility. This research explores such an approach in a lightweight hierarchical clustering 
middleware.
 Today’s most prominent public-resource computing system, the Berkeley Open Infrastructure for 
Network Computing (BOINC) (Anderson, 2003; Anderson, 2004), utilizes a centrally distributed client-
server architecture, the scalability of which is directly proportional to the bandwidth available at the central 
server and/or the server’s performance (Ibe, Choi, and Trivedi, 1993; Nelno, et al., 1995; Arlitt, 
Krishnamurthy, and Rolia, 2001). We are proposing a public-resource computing middleware utilizing a 
hierarchically distributed architecture as an attempt improve scalability. The proposed middleware will 
employ clusters of clusters, grouping resources according to Internet addresses in an attempt to conform 
optimally to the underlying network’s topology. Some of the main ideas behind our research are as follows.
 We expect that organizing participants into clusters will streamline work requests and the return of 
results. Clustering will reduce the number of clients interacting with a single server, allowing the system to 
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take advantage of low latency, high-bandwidth connections for distributing/collecting work. We expect 
Local Area Network (LAN) (Metcalfe and Boggs, 1976; DEC, 1980; Shoch, 1980; Bux, 1981; Rosenthal, 
1982; Graube, 1982; IEEE, 1983) and Wide Area Network (WAN) (Bell, 1986; Haas and Cheriton, 1987) 
connections to constitute a significant portion of smaller clusters within the system.
 We expect that distributing work over the highest bandwidth lowest latency connections available 
will reduce the overall system latency. When these connections are LAN/WAN connections they also help 
to regulate Internet bandwidth utilization on the client side. 
 We expect that reducing the number of clients interacting with a single server will reduce the 
potential for concurrent client interactions and will simplify the communication-scheduling problem. The 
potential for better scheduling could further improve network efficiency by enabling better coordination of 
network resource utilization. For the purposes of this thesis, we will leave investigations into impact of 
clustering on the communication-scheduling problem as future work. 
 The motivations for this project are as follows. We expect to enable organizations to make better 
use of their existing computational infrastructure by harnessing the idle CPU cycles of their computers. We 
expect to lower the amount of bandwidth needed for hosting a public-resource computing project by 
improving network utilization. We expect that lowering bandwidth demands will make the computational 
model accessible to a wider range of institutions that could not otherwise afford to host public-resource 
computing projects. Finally, we expect the improved availability of computational resources offered by the 
public-resource computing model will encourage the model’s use in new and interesting work.
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   CHAPTER 2
   LITERATURE REVIEW
 Even though the term public-resource computing has not be formally defined, it has been widely 
used in the literature in such contexts that imply the following two constraints. First, because access to 
resources is being donated by third party volunteers, the middleware must only use a resource’s idle 
computing time. Restricting the system to idle computing cycles is something of a tradition (Shoch and 
Hupp, 1982; Theimer, Lantz, and Cheriton, 1985; Theimer, 1986; Litzkow, 1987; Theimer and Lantz, 1988; 
Freeley, et al., 1991). This practice is sometimes called cycle stealing (Litzkow, 1987; Litzkow, 1988; 
Tannenbaum and Litzkow, 1995; Bhatt, et al., 1997; Rosenberg, 2002). Second, the middleware must not 
require administrative privileges or special network configurations to run. This constraint assures maximum 
accessibility to the system, and allows the inclusion of resources volunteered by users who either don’t 
have the skill or the privileges to modify their network configuration. We feel meeting this constraint 
necessitates the use of client-driven communications, that is, all communication between computing 
resources and project hosting servers must be initiated by the client resources. Servers are unable to initiate 
communication directly to the clients. The majority of distributed computing systems fail to meet one or 
both of these constraints, making them unsuitable for use as a public-resource computing middleware. 
   2.1 Distributed Virtual Parallel Machines
 Distributed Virtual Parallel Machines (DVPMs) are distributed computing systems designed to 
emulate a massively parallel computer using inter-networked commodity computers. There has been no 
shortage of offerings in this area. Examples include Parallel Virtual Machine (PVM) (Sunderam, 1990; 
PVM, 2005), Message Passing Interface (MPI) (Forum, 1995; MPI, 2005), Heterogeneous Adaptable 
Reconfigurable NEtworked SystemS (HARNESS) (Beck, et al., 1999), and Visper (Stankovic and Zhang, 
2002) to name a few.
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 MPI and PVM are not suitable for use in public-resource computing systems for a few reasons. 
Most notably they lack task distribution mechanisms. Programs must be installed on the participating 
machines, be available over a shared network drive, such as NFS, or must be uploaded via a remote shell 
prior to use. Access to shared network drives cannot be assumed in a public-resource computing 
environment. Uploading programs over a remote shell would require inbound network access to 
participating resources, violating our second constraint.
 Visper is built on top of the Aglets software agent platform (Aglets, 2002). Aglets utilizes an 
asynchronous messaging system which relies on inbound network communications, making it unsuitable 
for use in public-resource computing. 
 Heterogeneous Adaptable Reconfigurable NEtworked SystemS (HARNESS) is a metacomputing 
infrastructure for deploying fault-tolerant DVPMs and running fault-tolerant MPI (Fagg, Bukovsky, and 
Dongarra, 2001). HARNESS utilizes a peer-to-peer distributed control algorithm to remove the single point 
of failure found in other DVPMs. However, this algorithm necessitates the need for inbound 
communication making it unsuitable for use in a public-resource computing system.
   2.2 Metacomputing Approaches
 IceT (Gray and Sunderam, 1999) is a metacomputing system written in Java. IceT gains access to 
remote resources via HTTP requests. The necessity of running an HTTP server on client resources negates 
its use in a public-resource computing setup. 
 Condor (Litzkow, 1988) is a cycle-stealing metacomputing system. Condor uses a client-server 
architecture where servers schedule jobs on “pools” of idle clients after locating them on their network. The 
server-driven communications for job scheduling make Condor unsuitable for use in public-resource 
computing systems. In the last few years Condor has been integrated into the Globus Toolkit (Foster and 
Kesselman, 1997) and released as Condor-G (Frey, et al., 2002).
 XGrid (Apple, 2005) is a distributed computing middleware focused on ease of use and 
configuration. It features automatic resource discovery on LANs through mDNS (Cheshire, 2005). XGrid 
has been configured for use in a public-resource computing system (Parnot, 2005), though it is not well 
suited for this role for at least two reasons. First, XGrid is platform specific. Projects can only be hosted on 
Apple Macintosh computers. Although XGrid use BEEP (Rose, 2001), an open standard for 
communications protocols that allows for the development of third party clients, to date only Unix-like 
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operating systems have been supported (Côté, 2004). The Unix XGrid agents can only participate as 
processing clients (i.e., no job submission). Second, if an executable used by a task is not installed locally 
on the client’s machine, the executable is copied to the client. When the task is completed the executable is 
removed. No file or executable caching scheme is employed. This approach exacerbates the current 
problems public-resource computing systems have with bandwidth utilization. 
   2.3 Web-browser and Screen-saver Distributed Systems
 Javelin (Christiansen, et al., 1997) is a web-browser driven distributed computing system. Javelin 
is client-driven and can be used for public-resource computing, however, it has some severe limitations. 
Applets are not allowed to access the local filesystem, therefore calculated results must reside in memory. 
Also, the tasks can only be defined in the Java language. Our middleware will support the execution of 
tasks written in a wide range of scripting and programming languages. 
   2.4 Peer-to-Peer Metacomputing and Grid Computing Approaches
 OurGrid (Andrade et al., 2003) is a peer-to-peer computational middleware. OurGrid’s use of a 
peer-to-peer architecture necessitates that all peers be able to receive inbound network communication. 
This violates our second constraint for use as a public-resource computing system.
 The Globus Metacomputing Toolkit (Foster and Kesselman, 1997) is a toolkit for building 
metacomputing infrastructures, which is more recently termed grid computing. (Foster and Kesselman, 
1999) Globus requires inbound and outbound communication which makes it unsuitable for use in a public-
resource computing system. 
 The gLite framework (GLite, 2005) is a metacomputing approach based on the AliEn grid 
framework (AliEn, 2007). GLite’s architecture closely resembles Globus. The gLite framework has been 
chosen as the base for analyzing data from the ALICE project (ALICE, 2007), a CERN Large Hadron 
Collider project (LHC, 2007). For our purposes it has shortcomings similar to the Globus framework.
 OCEAN (Padala, et al., 2003) is a peer-to-peer metacomputing framework with a heavy emphasis 
on utilizing a computational economy (Buyya, Abramson, and Giddy, 2001; Buyya and Vazhkudal, 2001) 
approach to distributed computing and resource sharing. The peer-to-peer nature of OCEAN’s resource 
matching algorithm makes it unsuitable for use in a public-resource computing system, because the peer-to-
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peer architecture necessitates the need for inbound network communications which violates our second 
constraint for public-resource computing systems.
   2.5 Public-Resource Computing Middleware
 Grid MP. United Devices’ Grid MP middleware (United Devices, 2005; GridMP, 2005) is a public-
resource computing middleware built around a computational economy model (Buyya, Abramson, and 
Giddy, 2001; Buyya and Vazhkudal, 2001). Grid MP is a commercial product and must be licensed before 
deployment in public-resource computing projects. The commercial nature of the middleware also means 
little technical information is available regarding its architecture, preventing it from being highly available 
and making it difficult to assess fairly. 
 ZetaGrid (Zeta, 2002) is cycle-stealing middleware developed in Java and funded by IBM. It 
features encrypted communications and nonrepudiation of client and server exchanges via digital 
signatures. ZetaGrid has a client-server architecture where work flow is demand driven by client 
availability. One of the more interesting features of ZetaGrid is the incorporated trust model, which is used 
to determine the amount of work a client is entrusted with and how frequently a client’s results are 
reviewed for errors. Unfortunately, at the time of this writing, ZetaGrid’s trust algorithms used are not 
available in the literature. Its security features make ZetaGrid an attractive option for public-resource 
computing project distributing sensitive data to trusted clients over the untrusted Internet.
 Berkeley Open Infrastructure for Network Computing (BOINC) (Anderson, 2003; Anderson, 
2004) is a cycle-stealing middleware designed for deployment in public-resource computing environments. 
BOINC is a mature and well developed middleware, but lacks sophistication in bandwidth utilization and 
ease of use.
 Achieving high performance for large projects with BOINC can require large quantities of 
bandwidth to serve the large number of participating computing resources. For example, in 2004, the 
SETI@home project, which utilizes the BOINC architecture, had to throttle back the computation rate of 
their distributed application in order to limit their bandwidth consumption to 30 Mbits/s (SETI, 2004). A 
full T-1 connection has a maximum rate of 1.536 Mbits/s, meaning that even when throttled down, the 
SETI project was using approximately 19.5 T-1 lines. This example highlights some of the issues with 
hosting larger projects. 
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 BOINC does not take advantage of the underlying network topology. No consideration is given to 
proximity of participants. For example, BOINC clients residing on the same LAN work independently to 
retrieve work and return results. Coordination of these clients is possible and we expect coordination to 
lead to a better communication model.
 Installing, configuring, and running a project on BOINC is far from trivial. Several services must 
be installed and configured, including the Apache HTTP server (Apache, 2005), the MySQL relational 
database (MySQL, 2005), and the Python scripting language (Python, 2005). Each additional service adds 
work for systems administrators, and requires considerable expertise. Additionally, each network service 
introduces security concerns.
A major goal of our project is to simplify the effort needed to host public-resource computing 
projects by reducing the amount of configuration involved. A second project goal is to minimize security 
threats by requiring as few new network services as possible. 
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   CHAPTER 3
   SimpleDS: A LIGHTWEIGHT HIERARCHICAL CLUSTERING MIDDLEWARE
 In this chapter we describe our implementation of a hierarchical clustering middleware named 
SimpleDS in detail. The outline of this chapter is as follows. Section 3.1 provides a high-level overview of 
work-flow in our system. Section 3.2 introduces the system architecture. Finally, section 3.3 presents 
proposed clustering mechanisms for SimpleDS.
   3.1 Work Flow
 The largest unit of work in SimpleDS is the project. A project is a group of related tasks, task-files, 
and results. A task defines some work to be done by the system. Tasks are described by task manifests. A 
task manifest describes the task-files needed to complete a task. Task-files include data-files and 
executables. A task manifest (fig. 3.1) is a string describing the relationship between a task’s executables 
and the data files, that is, which data files are inputs to which executables. Further, manifests describe 
output files resulting from running the defined executable(s). The last output files produced by the 
completion of a task are the task’s results. Tasks are distributed throughout the system for processing and 
results are collected. Results are data files describing the outcome of a task. Typically, result files will be 
ASCII (ASCII, 1986) text files. Binary data files can be used but caution must be exercised to ensure cross-
platform compatibility. 




exec:( exec1 ):( Darwin-8.0.0-powerpc )
{exec1}:( data1 ):( OUTPUT )
Task Workflow
Related Task Manifest
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   3.2 System Architecture
 SimpleDS uses a hierarchically distributed architecture to facilitate distributed computation, as 
shown in figure 3.2. A hierarchically distributed architecture consists of three components: a central server,  
intermediate servers, and clients. In SimpleDS, central severs and intermediate servers are called cluster 
managers. Cluster managers are responsible for hosting and distributing tasks, data files, and executable 
files. Cluster managers are also responsible for collecting results. Special cluster managers, called root 
nodes, provide the functionality for task submission/creation. Results collected by cluster managers are 
forwarded to the root nodes where the associated tasks were created.
 
Figure 3.2.  Hierarchically Distributed Architecture
 A cluster manager and its associated nodes are referred to as a cluster. We wish clusters in 
SimpleDS to be dynamic, forming automatically when it is advantageous to the overall system performance 
and dissolving when they are no longer needed. The performance metrics used to determine overall system 
performance have yet to be determine, initially both turnaround time and throughput will be measured. We 
refer to the process of cluster formation and disbandment as clustering. Many clustering algorithms are 
possible. We feel that clusters will be most useful when they form along the boundaries of the underlying 
network topology. We base this belief on the principle of network locality (Lorence and Satyanarayanan, 
1990; Freedman and Mazieres, 2003; Pias, et al., 2003). Network locality is also referred to as network 
proximity (Castro, et al., 2002; Amini and Schulzrinne, 2004; Zhan, 2004). It is sometimes discussed in 
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conjunction with the related topics of topology-awareness (Ratnasmay, 2002; Karonis, et al., 2002; Castro, 
et al., 2003), network-awareness (Krishnamurthy and Wang, 2000; Massoulie, Kermarrec, and Ganesh, 
2003), or locality-awareness (Zhang, et al., 2004). Network locality simply says that the closer two nodes 
are together on the physical network, the fewer routing hops between them, the lower the communication 
latency will be. It should be noted that this principle is a generality and does not hold true for every 
possible case. Network locality is typically generalized into a distance metric (Francis, et al., 2001; 
Huffaker, et al., 2002; Ng and Zhang, 2002; Amini and Schulzrinne, 2004; Costa, et al., 2004; Cox, et al., 
2004), many of which are based on Roundtrip Time (RTT). Haffaker et al. (Haffaker, 2002) have 
demonstrated that the 24-hour moving average minimum RTT is generally the best estimator for network 
locality.
   3.3 Clustering
 The purpose of clustering is twofold. From the project hosting perspective, we aim to share the 
burden of hosting with amicable peers. From the client/participant perspective we seek to coordinate the 
use of shared network infrastructure, both to prevent overuse and to exploit lower latency connections 
available across a shared  infrastructure. In both cases, we seek to conform to the underlying network 
topology. 
 Private addressing (Rekhter, et al., 1996) introduced a dichotomy into the Internet. There are host 
addresses visible from the Internet and addresses only visible by nodes residing on the same LAN. We feel 
this dichotomy warrants the use of two separate clustering algorithms and work discovery mechanisms - 
one to take advantage of shared local infrastructures (LANs and WANs), and one for Internet level 
clustering.
3.3.1 LAN Clustering
 Our LAN clustering algorithm is client driven. Clients are either compute nodes or cluster 
managers needing work. As clients become available to perform work they seek a local cluster manager. 
Resource discovery occurs over IP multicast channels (Deering, 1989). The link-local layer is searched 
first, followed by the organization-local layer. A client seeking work broadcasts a work request to all 
participants. Local cluster managers respond with the amount of work they have and the highest user 
assigned priority for the work. The client employs a lottery-scheduling algorithm (Waldspurger and Weihl, 
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1994) to choose from the list of cluster manager responses. Cluster managers with the most work at the 
highest priority will be given the most lottery tickets. A random number is chosen to determine the lottery 
winner. The client then associates itself with the lottery winner. The client will stay associated with the 
cluster manager as long as it can supply a constant flow of work. When work shortages arise, the client will 
restart the browsing process. If no work is available locally, the cluster manager will begin the Internet-
level browsing process. Any work retrieved from an Internet cluster will be shared among the local clients. 
The goal is to have as few cluster managers downloading work from the Internet as possible, preferring a 
steady lower bandwidth stream to short high bandwidth bursts. In this way, we can avoid the scenario 
where thousands of nodes saturate their local Internet connection downloading work from Internet servers.
3.3.2 Internet Clustering
 The Internet clustering algorithm is also client driven. When clients are available to process tasks, 
or cluster managers need more work, they seek an Internet cluster manager with work to distribute. Being 
an Internet cluster manager requires an Internet routable address. In an environment with Network Address 
Translation (NAT) (Egevang and Francis, 1994) port redirection must be configured, which requires 
administrative privileges and know-how, hence participants are never required to participate as Internet 
cluster managers. The search for a cluster manager begins at the LAN/WAN level. If no local cluster 
managers are discovered then the client continues the search for work with a web service request for a list 
of available projects. The function of the list is to serve as a global directory of projects. Projects hosted on 
root nodes with the ability to support Internet clusters will automatically register themselves with the 
project directory web service. In the future, the web service will utilize a highly available redundant 
architecture supporting data replication. The back-end will likely be implemented using a Lightweight 
Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) (Wahl, Howes, and Kille, 1997) directory, or a similar directory 
structure. Initially the list provided by the web service will contain each project’s name, description, 
contact, and the IP address for its root node. In the future, more information may be provided. Nodes will 
examine the list of IP addresses and perform the longest prefix matching algorithm (LPM) (Fuller, et al., 
1993; Ruiz-Sanchez, Biersack, and Dabbous, 2001) on the pre-CIDR addresses (Fuller, et al., 1993). If no 
exact match is given, the node will select the IP which is closest to its own, where 203.0.5.2 would be a 
match to 200.10.45.7 when compared with 210.2.4.5. Three to five candidate cluster managers will be 
selected. The node will then test its roundtrip time with each candidate and select the node with the lowest 
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result. The node will then contact the candidate and request to join its cluster. The cluster manager then has 
the option to accept the request, reject the request, or refer the requesting node to another cluster. If the 
request is rejected, the seeking node will move on to the cluster manager with the next lowest roundtrip 
time. If the request is accepted, the node will enter its work processing phase by requesting work. If a 
cluster manager has several other cluster managers associated under it, it may elect to refer the requesting 
node to one of them. In this case, the referring cluster manager returns a list of its associated cluster 
managers to the requesting node. The node would then restart the browsing algorithm with this list.
 The purpose of the referral process is to direct incoming nodes to cluster managers with the closest 
network proximity in order to establish and maintain a structure that best conforms to the underlying 
network topology.
 Once a cluster manager is no longer providing an adequate amount of work, a node may restart the 
browsing process to maintain a constant flow of work. Hence, nodes swarm to new work sources when old 
work sources can no longer supply an adequate amount of work. In this way, the clustering algorithm is 
dynamic. Clusters form around work sources, aligning themselves to the underlying topology, the clusters 
cease growing once an adequate work force has been assembled and they disband as the work source runs 
low. 
 We will  investigate the merit of this approach and make refinements as needed. We are already 
aware of several potential issues. One of which is the convoy effect (Vogels, van Renesse, Birman, 2003) 
exhibited by some distributed applications. At this point we are uncertain as to the impact the convoy effect 
will have, but we feel it is likely that an optimal or near optimal limit for the nesting of clusters must be 
found and adhered to. 
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   CHAPTER 4
   IMPLEMENTATION
 In this chapter we will describe the system implementation. Our main design goals for the 
implementation were to make the system stable, robust (resistant to failure), flexible, and portable. The 
middleware is implemented in C++. 
   4.1 Implementation Overview
 The system design process involved a certain amount of trial and error until the final design 
emerged which was both stable and robust. Our initial implementation was driven by a single complex state 
machine running in a single thread of execution. It proved neither robust nor stable. We learned from the 
design mistakes we made and moved to three threads and three simpler state machines. The result was a 
simpler system, but was still not robust or stable. It took a third redesign before the result yielded a system 
stable and robust  enough to serve as a base for further development. We describe the final design in this 
chapter.
 Our approach for the final redesign was to break the system functionality into independent 
modules, giving each module its own state machine and isolating each state machine in its own thread. For 
the majority of the modules, this approach allowed us to simplify the state machines down to three basic 
states: an action state, a sleep state, and a checkup state. Each module runs independently. We found this 
the fastest path toward a stable and robust system. When modules need to communicate, interaction occurs 
through table entries in the back-end database. One module may write information in the database and 
another reads/updates/deletes it at a later point in time. All database interactions occur in ACID transactions 
(atomic, consistent, isolated, durable) to assure a consistent state, even in the event of a power failure on 
the hosting computer. Further, our experience with our first implementation led us to design the 
implementation using the crash-only paradigm (Candea and Fox, 2003). During system start up each 
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module has no assumptions about its state. They all begin in their checkup state to determine if they need to 
progress to their action state or their sleep state. Because they are independent, no module makes any 
assumptions about the state of other modules. Any module can fail without causing a complete failure of 
the middleware as a whole, enabling graceful degradation in the event of failure.
   4.2 Development Environment
 A middleware of this nature is a large undertaking. Utilizing existing libraries helped make the 
task marginally less difficult, but care had to be taken to ensure that each library incorporated into the 
project was stable and portable. We checked each library for portability, requiring support for FreeBSD, 
Macintosh OS X, Microsoft Windows XP, and Linux at the very least. For UNIX platforms, we required the 
library to compile cleanly with GCC (GCC, 2007) versions 3.4 and 4.0. On windows, we required native 
support for Microsoft Visual C++ (Microsoft, 2007) versions 7.0 (Visual Studio 2003) and 8.0 (Visual 
Studio 2005). VC++ 6.0 is not supported because of its lack of support for IPv4/IPv6 agnostic function 
calls. We also required libraries to support a variety of processor architectures, including PowerPC, Intel 
i386, and AMD64. The library vetting process was informal. This resulted in many delays due to necessary 
experimentation and testing of each library. The end gain, however, is a system that compiles and runs on 
Microsoft Windows XP and many varieties of UNIX without modification. Further, the system is postured 
to be easily, but not trivially, ported to other unsupported platforms.
 We utilized the Boost Library collection (BOOST, 2003) to abstract idiosyncrasies between 
incompatible computing models, for example, the POSIX threading model versus Windows threading. In 
particular, we used the Boost Filesystem and Thread libraries throughout our middleware. Our middleware 
routinely handles file creation, deletion, and I/O. Interacting with files requires system dependent file paths. 
The Boost Filesystem library provides a useful file path abstraction which greatly simplified the task of 
creating portable filesystem code. Likewise, the Boost Thread library hides the differences in the POSIX 
thread model versus the Windows thread model, allowing a single consistent API for thread management, 
greatly improving the readability and maintainability of the code base.
 Our middleware has to track a lot of information about tasks. We elected to use a pre-existing data 
store rather than develop our own proprietary solution. We initially considered implementing our data store 
using BerkeleyDB (Olson, Bostic, and Seltzer, 1999) as it is very portable and widely available. However, 
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we elected to go with SQLite (SQLite, 2005) instead. SQLite is an embedded SQL database offering good 
performance. We chose SQLite for two reasons. First, SQLite has great language support, offering APIs in 
several programming and scripting languages, meaning that we could in turn offer our APIs in several 
programming and scripting languages. Secondly, we found a very useable and intuitive C++ API for SQLite 
called CppSQLite (Groves, 2004), which greatly eased the learning curve needed to use SQLite.
   4.3 System Modules
 The system is composed of seven modules and three support frameworks. The system modules 
are: the Upload Manager, the Download Manager, the Multicast Manager, the Client Manager, the Cluster 
Browser, the Work Manager, and the Work Processor(s). The support frameworks are: the Task Scheduler, 
the File Manager, and the Statistical Engine.
4.3.1 The Work Processor
 Each node may have zero or more work processors. Each work processor is isolated in its own 
thread. The default number of work processors is determined by the number of CPUs a system has. System 
specific calls are used to determine the number of CPUs present, e.g. sysconf, sysctl, and GetSystemInfo. 
The sole purpose of the work processor is to execute tasks. The work processor lifecycle (fig. 4.1) has four 
states: INIT, IDLE, CHECK_FOR_WORK, and PROCESS. The work processor starts in the INIT state 













Figure 4.1.  State Machine Diagram of Work Processor Thread
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 In the CHECK_FOR_WORK state, the work processor asks the task scheduler for a single task. If 
the task scheduler assigns a task, the work processor continues into the PROCESS state, otherwise it 
returns to the IDLE state.
 In the IDLE state, the work processor thread sleeps. This prevents unnecessary use of the CPU 
when there are no tasks available for execution. The default sleep time is randomly selected between one 
second and two seconds.
 In the PROCESS state, the work processor, sets up and executes assigned tasks. The PROCESS 
state is broken into three sub-states representing possible failure points: work unit loading, execution, and 
result saving. The temporary work directory is created during the loading phase. The required data files and 
executables are unpacked into the working directory. A process is forked and the process priority is changed 
to idle - on UNIX systems this is a nice level of 20, on Windows this is the IDLE_PRIORITY_CLASS. If 
the process priority cannot be changed to an acceptable level, the task exits with an error, otherwise the task 
is executed according to the manifest definition. Any error messages printed to STDERR by the 
executables are redirected to a file called ERRORS. Output printed to STDOUT are redirected to a file 
called OUTPUT. After the task execution completes, the executables and input data files are deleted and 
any remaining files are archived for return to the cluster manager. Finally, the temporary work directory is 
deleted from the host system. If any of these sub-states fail, the work processor sets the task status to 
TASK_ERROR, otherwise the task status is set to TASK_COMPLETE. The presence of the 
TASK_COMPLETE status does not indicate that a task was completed successfully, it merely indicates that 
the middleware was able to execute the tasks defined by the task manifest and was able to save the results. 
The ERRORS file must be examined to determine if the task generated runtime errors or not.
 There are a couple of known shortcomings with our current implementation of the work processor. 
There are no middleware imposed limits on memory utilization, execution time, or CPU utilization of the 
task being processed. By CPU utilization we mean the percentage of the CPU being utilized. This is a 
metric the SETI@home project has shown to be a concern for volunteers due to temperature and power 
consumption issues (SETI, 2005b). Of course, on UNIX systems, our processes would be limited by the 
ulimit (IEEE, 2001) settings, but on Windows and some other platforms, we would have the ability to 
adversely affect the performance of the host system, e.g. exhausting available physical and virtual memory. 
These short comings need to be addressed in future releases.
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4.3.2 The Work Manager
 The work manager is the keystone of work flow in the system. It handles communications 
associated with task requests and determines the amount of work a node needs. It has four states: INIT, 
CHECK_FOR_WORK, REQUEST_WORK, and IDLE (fig. 4.2).
WM_INIT WM_CHECK_FOR_WORK WM_REQUEST_WORK
WM_IDLE
Figure 4.2.  Work Manager State Machine Diagram
 In SimpleDS, nodes may request multiple tasks simultaneously and the work manager maintains 
the queue of assigned tasks. All tasks and related files are kept on hand until they can be processed locally, 
reassigned to other nodes, or the tasks are overdue. The work queue increases the efficiency of the system 
by allowing the work processors to execute task after task without delays for network communication. The 
goal of the work manager is to maintain enough work on hand to ensure that the work processors are 
constantly busy. To this end, the work manager must decide when to make work requests and how much 
work to request. This is not an easy task. Having too much work on hand could mean not completing all 
tasks in a timely manner, and too little work means cycles wasted idling.
 First, tasks in the system are not assumed to be homogeneous. The same executable with the same 
input may have different running times, even on similar hardware, depending on the class of application to 
which the task belongs. Further, no assumption can be made about the processing speed of clients. 
Benchmarks can estimate a client’s processing speed, but cannot account for variability in the client’s 
availability which affects the observed processing speed of the client. Since the system is volunteer based, 
each client’s availability is expected to vary in unexpected ways, causing the observed processing speed to 
vary unexpectedly. Finally, no assumption is made about the mix of tasks assigned. A node may be assigned 
dozens or hundreds of tasks with durations averaging six hours, and then suddenly be assigned tasks with 
durations averaging 30 minutes. This makes the problem of determining how much work to keep on hand 
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very challenging. However, this problem is not unlike problems faced in many engineering disciplines 
where a single variable needs to be regulated within a certain constraint while it is continually being 
affected by outside forces. One solution to such problems is a controller. A simple example of a controller 
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Figure 4.3.  Work Manager Controller Process Diagram
 The work manager utilizes a feedback controller to regulate the task queue size, or work on hand. 
Figure 4.3 shows the controller process inlaid in the work manager’s state machine. The controller’s output 
variable is the task queue size, this is the variable we wish to affect. This variable is also referred to as the 
process variable. The controller’s input variable, or the variable that it can alter to adjust the output, is the 
number of tasks to request. By regulating the number of tasks the work manager requests the queue size 
can be regulated. The initial queue size is zero, and the initial task completion rate is set to 60 seconds so 
that a node’s initial work request is one task. As the processing speed of our node increases, more tasks will 
be requested and the queue size will increase. As the processing speed decreases, fewer tasks will be 
requested and the queue size will decrease.
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 Controllers compare the process variable with a setpoint to determine how to adjust the input 
variables. In the thermostat example, the setpoint is the desired room temperature and the process variable 
is the current room temperature. Here the setpoint is the desired queue size and the process variable is the 
current queue size. The setpoint is somewhat arbitrary in nature. We calculate our setpoint as the desired 
queue size, QLen in fig. 4.3, times the task completion rate. The task completion rate is the number of tasks 
completed per second, an observable value. Task completion rates less than or equal to zero are reset to the 
default value of 60, or 1 task per minute. Our process variable, PV in fig. 4.3, is the amount of work on 
hand, or current queue size, scaled in terms of the task completion rate. The upper bound for the process 
variable is set to 691200 seconds, or 8 days. Meaning at the current task completion rate, the maximum 
queue size will facilitate 8 days worth of work. The error term for the controller is the setpoint minus the 
process variable. The sign of error term is evaluated. A zero error term indicates the queue size is about 
right, and a negative value indicates the queue size is too large. In either case, a derivative term is applied 
to the accumulator and we proceed to the IDLE state. If the error term is positive, we have less than the 
desired amount of work on hand so we proceed to the REQUEST_WORK state. The accumulator indicates 
the amount of work that should be requested, after saving this value for use in the REQUEST_WORK 
state, the accumulator is reset.
 In the REQUEST_WORK state, the work manager iterates through a list of available cluster 
managers making task requests over the network. It will continue iterating through the cluster manager list 
until it has reached the end of the list or until it has been assigned enough work to meet the expected 
demand as calculated in the CHECK_FOR_WORK state. The cluster manager list is a shared data object 
and is constructed by the cluster browser subsystem. If the end of the list is reached, a flag is set indicating 
that the cluster browser should begin browsing for clusters again. As tasks are assigned, entries are  made 
in the datastore’s Task table. Entries include information indicating the associated project, the assignment 
time, the due-time, the assigning cluster manager, and the task manifest. Each task’s state is set to 
TASK_NEW. This prevents the task from being assigned until the required files are downloaded by the 
download manager.
 In the IDLE state, the work manager sleeps for a variable period of time. If the work manager is 
entering the IDLE state from the CHECK_FOR_WORK state, the sleep duration is a constant 60 seconds. 
If the work manager is entering the IDLE state from the REQUEST_WORK state and work was assigned, 
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the sleep duration is a constant 60 seconds. If the work manager is entering the IDLE state from the 
REQUEST_WORK state and work was not assigned, then the sleep duration is set according to a back-off 
algorithm. The back-off algorithm is used to give the cluster manager a chance to gather work before 
requesting work again. If the cluster manager resides on the same local area network as the client, as 
determined by its IP address, then a Fibonacci back-off is used. Otherwise, exponential back-off is used. 
4.3.3 The Download Manager
 The Download Manager is responsible for communicating with potential cluster managers and 
handling all file downloads. The download manager runs in its own thread. There are four states in the 
download manager’s lifecycle (fig. 4.4): INIT, NEEDED_FILES, REQUEST_FILES, and IDLE. 
DM_INIT DM_NEEDED_FILES DM_REQUEST_FILES
DM_IDLE
Figure 4.4.  Download Manager State Machine Diagram
 In the INIT state, the download manager’s local variables are initialized, the download manager 
then enters the NEEDED_FILES state. 
 In the NEEDED_FILES state, the download manager queries the Task table for tasks in the 
TASK_NEW state. For each task in the TASK_NEW state, the task’s manifest is parsed to determine the 
data files and executables needed by the task. For each required file, the download manager polls the File 
Manager framework to determine if the files have been registered. A registered file is a file that has been 
downloaded and associated with its project with an entry in either the Executables table or the DataFiles 
table. A list of files that are not registered is constructed and passed into the REQUEST_FILES state. If list 
is empty, then no files are needed and the download manager proceeds into the IDLE state instead.
 In the REQUEST_FILES state, the download manager contacts the cluster manager which 
assigned the task and requests all files present in the file request list. Note that the request is not made from 
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the cluster manager where the project originates. Data file requests are straight forward, but executables 
require extra effort. The download manager must request executables for all operating system and 
architecture platforms it wishes to complete the tasks on. For nodes acting as clients only, this is simply its 
own operating system and architecture platform. However, if this node is also acting as a cluster manager, it 
may need to request executables for its clients’ platforms as well. Currently, the middleware takes the naive 
approach and requests all available versions of the executable for which it has at least one active client. For 
example, a Windows XP machine running on an x86 processor who has a single PowerPC Macintosh client 
and twelve XP clients would need to download two executables for each project’s tasks: one executable for 
the x86/XP platform and one for the PowerPC/Macintosh platform. This would allow each task to be 
assigned to any of its associated clients, but given the ratio of platforms in this case, our approach could 
prove wasteful - depending on the performance of the single Macintosh client and the download or rotate 
frequency of the executables involved. The download manager could possibly benefit here by predicting 
which platforms it should request rather than requesting the executable for all client platforms. Further 
research will be needed in this area. The REQUEST_FILES state handles the file transfer using the same 
TCP connection as the file request. After each file has been downloaded, its MD5 checksum is calculated, if 
the transfer was successful the file is registered, otherwise the file is requested again at a latter point in 
time. After every needed file is downloaded for a task, the task’s state is updated to TASK_READY which 
indicates that it is ready to be processed by a Work Processing thread or by a client node.
 In the IDLE state, the download manager sleeps for one second and then re-enters the 
NEEDED_FILES state.
4.3.4 The Upload Manager
 The upload manager is the module responsible for returning completed tasks and error messages 
to the cluster manager that assigned the work. The upload manager has four states (fig. 4.5): INIT, 
CHECK_RESULTS, RETURN_WORK, and IDLE. 
 In the INIT state, the upload manager initializes its local variables and then moves into the 
CHECK_RESULTS state.
 In the CHECK_RESULTS state, the upload manager queries the datastore for tasks with the 
TASK_COMPLETED task state assigned. These are tasks that have been processed by the work processing 
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threads and are packaged for return to the cluster manager which assigned them. A list of completed tasks 
and their result files is built from the query. This list is passed into the RETURN_WORK state.
 In the RETURN_WORK state, the upload manager contacts each cluster manager in the list and 
returns all the result files, or error messages, for tasks assigned by that cluster manager. If a cluster manager 
is unavailable the results are stored for a future attempt. If a node is not able to return completed results 
within a week of their project designated due time, the results are discarded and no further attempt is made 
to return them. Likewise, the assigning cluster manager would reset the status of an unreturned result and 
reassign it. After all possible tasks or error messages are returned, the upload manager progresses into the 
IDLE state.
 In the IDLE state the upload manager pauses for five minutes, then continues back into the 
CHECK_RESULTS state to check for more completed work.
UM_INIT UM_CHECK_RESULTS UM_RETURN_WORK
UM_IDLE
Figure 4.5.  Upload Manager State Machine Diagram
4.3.5 The Multicast Manager
 The multicast manager is a thread that listens for special multicast discovery messages. The 
packets contain a short DISCOVERY message and are sent out by nodes on a LAN to discover local cluster 
managers. When the multicast manager receives a DISCOVERY message, it responds with the amount of 
local and foreign work it has available to assign, the node’s cluster manager port, a TCP port, and its IP 
address. Local work is work the machine is hosting, i.e. projects and tasks are created on that machine not 
another. Foreign work is work from any other machine, whether the cluster manager is located on the LAN 
or on the Internet.
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4.3.6 The Cluster Browser
 The cluster browser is responsible for locating and tracking available cluster managers. It ranks 
discovered cluster managers according to round-trip-time (RTT) heuristics. Local cluster managers, or 
cluster managers residing on the same network as the node, are preferred, followed by wide-area network 
cluster managers, or cluster managers hosted behind the same Internet router, and finally cluster managers 
from the Internet at large. The cluster browser has four states: INIT, LAN_BROWSE, 
INTERNET_BROWSE, and IDLE. Figure 4.6 shows the state machine diagram for the cluster browser.




Figure 4.6.  Cluster Browser State Machine Diagram
 In the LAN_BROWSE state, the cluster browser searches the local area network (LAN) and the 
wide area network (WAN) for cluster managers with work. A simple multicast based discovery protocol is 
used during the LAN browsing phase. Discovery messages are broadcast on UDP port 52378 by default, 
though the port is configurable. The cluster browser sends out three DISCOVERY messages during LAN 
browsing, then waits for and logs responses. 
 The first discovery message is limited in scope to other devices on the same network hub or 
switch. This is indicated by setting the multicast scope to link-local. These machines represent the nearest 
possible neighbors on the physical network topology and typically have the lowest latency connections 
available on the local area network. The multicast scope of the second discovery message is set to site-
local. Site-local multicast traffic can be forwarded to other network hubs and switches interconnected 
through local routers. Site-local messages likely reach all nodes residing on the same physical campus, 
because these nodes likely share a common router. These connections are low latency connections, though 
typically slower than link-local connections. Note, not all routers are configured to forward multicast 
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traffic, and the extent to which they do varies widely from network to network. The multicast scope of the 
third discovery message is set to organization-local. These messages would potentially be forwarded across 
wide area network connections via WAN routers. These message can potentially traverse the breadth of the 
organization’s network, but not beyond to the Internet. After sending the three discovery messages one 
second apart, the cluster browser waits for responses.
 The DISCOVERY response messages contain several pieces of information, including: the cluster 
manager’s IP address, the amount of locally hosted work available, the priorities of locally hosted work, 
and the amount of work originating elsewhere. This information is feed into a stochastic algorithm, which 
assigns a rank to each of the responding cluster managers. Cluster managers with locally hosted work are 
favored over those with work originating elsewhere. Likewise, cluster managers with more higher priority 
tasks are favored over those with lower priority tasks. The algorithm uses lottery scheduling to rank the 
cluster managers, appending them to the cluster manager list from lowest to highest ranking. This cluster 
manager list is shared with the work manager, which asks for tasks from cluster managers in order. When 
the work manager has exhausted the list of local cluster managers, it sets a flag to indicate an Internet 
browse is necessary. If the Internet browse flag is set, the cluster browser proceeds to the 
INTERNET_BROWSE state, otherwise it enters the IDLE state.
 In the Internet browse state, the cluster browser searches for cluster managers on the Internet. The 
cluster browser may enter this state when there are either no local cluster managers available, or the local 
cluster managers have not provided work for the past hour. This last heuristic is used to prevent nodes from 
contacting Internet cluster managers when there are temporary work shortages among local cluster 
managers. 
 Multicast browsing would be the ideal algorithm for finding the nearest Internet cluster manager, 
because it would ensure the neighbor with fewest hops was discovered first. While protocols exist for 
forwarding multicast traffic over the Internet, they are frequently not supported by legacy Internet routers 
or not implemented by Internet Service Providers limiting their current usefulness. Various techniques for 
constructing Internet-scale one-to-many communication channels have developed to work around the 
current limitations. Discussion of these methods is considered beyond the scope of this work. 
 Our Internet clustering implementation will utilize the Internet Relay Chat protocol (IRC). IRC is 
readily available and facilitates a channel for one-to-many communication across the Internet. Essentially, 
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the cluster browser will connect to an IRC channel, like #simpleds, where cluster managers with work to 
distribute will make advertisements. When the cluster browser connects to the channel, cluster managers 
seeking workers will write a message to the channel describing their IP address and the amount of work 
they have available. The contents of these advertisements will be nearly identical with their multicast 
counter parts. The cluster browser will parse the advertisements, and begin ranking the candidates 
according to their round-trip-times. The best candidates will be appended to the cluster managers list below 
the local cluster managers. When needed, the work manager will attempt to contact these cluster managers 
in the order they are ranked. 
 Once the Internet browsing algorithm has completed, the cluster browser toggles the both the 
LAN and Internet browsing flags off and proceeds to the IDLE state. Once in the IDLE state, the cluster 
browser remains idle until the LAN browse flag is again marked by the work manager. The flag is checked 
every ten seconds. Once the flag is marked, the cluster browser proceeds to the LAN_BROWSE state and 
the cycle continues.
4.3.7 The Client Manager
 The client manager is the thread that listens for and responds to client requests. To function as a 
cluster manager in the SimpleDS architecture, the client manager thread must be running. The client 
manager listens on TCP port 52377 by default, but is configurable to any valid TCP port. 
 For stability purposes a message passing protocol was chosen for communication. All 
communication uses the same basic XML structure. The contents of messages are contained between 
<message> tags. Our convention is to use lowercase for all tag labels. The contents of each message is 
signed by the sending parties private key for the purposes of non-repudiation. The base-64 encoded 
signature is contained in a <sig> tag following the message. The entire message content is used to generate 
the signature, including the <message> tags. The current implementation, however, does not currently 
validate these signatures. In the future, a key-exchange protocol and signature validation should be 
implemented, to ensure the validity of executables being transfered.
 Valid client requests include: MEMBERSHIP_REQUEST, WORK_REQUEST, 
RESULT_RETURN, and FILE_REQUEST. Valid response messages include: OK, DONE, FILE, EXEC, 
WORK, NO_WORK.
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 The MEMBERSHIP_REQUEST is the first contact between a cluster manager and a client node. 
In the current implementation, this message notifies the cluster manager that this client has associated with 
it. The only valid response is an OK message from the server. The design of this message leaves room for 






 <reputation> Values </reputation>
 <reputationSig> Sig </reputationSig>
</message>
<sig> MESSAGE SIGNATURE </sig>
Figure 4.7.  Membership Request Message Format
 The <type> tag indicates the message type. The <from> tag contains the node’s identity string. 
The identity string is composed of three parts: the owner’s chosen username, organization, and the node’s 
key’s hexadecimal fingerprint. The username and organization default to anonymous and unknown 
respectively, users are not required to change these. Each node generates a private and public key pair when 
it is installed, its public key fingerprint is used to identify the node. The <os> tag contains the node’s 
operating system, operating system version, and CPU architecture. The <reputation> tag is a placeholder 
for the future implementation of a reputation system, described in (Gilbert, Abraham, Paprzycki, 2004).
 In a WORK_REQUEST message, the client tells the cluster manager that it would like to be 
assigned work. The cluster manager may respond with either a list of assigned tasks or a NO_WORK 
message. If work is assigned, each assigned task is sent in an individual WORK message, to which the 
client may accept the assigned task or report an error using an OK message or an ERROR message. After 
the last task is transmitted, the server sends a DONE message to indicate the end of the list. The 
WORK_REQUEST format is shown in figure 4.8.







 <numWorkUnits> number </numWorkUnits>
</message>
<sig> MESSAGE SIGNATURE </sig>
Figure 4.8.  Work Request Message Format
The <numWorkUnits> tag contains an integer value, which is the number of tasks that the client would like 
to be assigned.
 The RESULT_RETURN message indicates that a client wants to return a completed task, or a task 
that has erred out. The cluster manager may respond with either an OK message, in which case the client 
begins uploading the result file, or a LATER message containing a future window when the client should 
attempt to return results. The LATER message is not currently implemented, but it remains as a place-
holder for result return scheduling.
 The FILE_REQUEST message type indicates that a client needs a file from the cluster manager. 
The same message is used to request data files and executables. The <os> tag is used to indicate the 
executable platform the file is needed for executable files. If the client needs executables for multiple 
platforms, they must send an individual request for each desired platform. The cluster manager may 
respond to a FILE_REQUEST with a FILE, EXEC, or NO_SUPPORT response. The FILE response 
message indicates the cluster manager is returning a data file. The binary contents of the data file follow 
after the closing tag of the message signature, see figure 4.9.
<message>
 <type>FILE</type>
 <from> nodeid </from>
 <os> OS VERS </os>
 <project> project </project>
 <file> file name </file>
 <fileSize> size </fileSize>
 <fileSig>
  File Signature 
 </fileSig>
</message>
<sig> MESSAGE SIGNATURE </sig>
BINARY FILE DATA ...
Figure 4.9.  File Response Message Format
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The EXEC response has the same form as the FILE message, but indicates that the server is returning an 
executable for the desired computing platform. The binary contents of the file follow the closing tag of the 
message signature. The NO_SUPPORT message indicates that the cluster manager does not have the 
requested file. If the requested file is required to complete an assigned task, the task will be erred out by the 
client node. The FILE and EXEC messages contain two notable features: the <fileSize> tag and the 
<fileSig> tag. The file size is the file size in octets and the file signature contains the MD5 hash of the file. 
For security reasons, this MD5 hash should be signed by the originating project’s private key to ensure that 
the executable has not been tampered with, however, in the current implementation the signature is simply 
the MD5 sum of the file.
 The OK message is an affirmative response to the immediately proceeding message. ERROR 
messages are negative responses to the immediately proceeding message. The TCP connection is closed 
immediately following an ERROR message.
 The DONE massage is an informative message used to indicate the end of a list. Each list element 
are communicated individually, with the DONE message used to indicate the end of the list.
4.3.8 Support Frameworks
 There are three supporting frameworks used by SimpleDS: the task scheduler, the file manager, 
and the statistical engine. Support frameworks do not have their own threads or lifecycles. Rather, they are 
objects abstracting interaction with particular database tables or wrapping complex tasks into simpler more 
manageable ones.
 The statistical engine is used to track events of interest in the system. The only statistic of interest 
in the current implementation is the task completion rate. Every time a client returns a completed task, or a 
work processor thread completes a task, the function informTaskCompletedOK() gets called. The function 
makes note of the current time in seconds and makes an entry of this time into the statistics database. These 
time ticks are then used to determine the task completion rate, or the number of tasks completed per 
second, which is used by the work manager to determine whether or not to make a work request.
 The file manager handles all files for a project. It tracks whether or not a given data file or 
executable is on-hand or needs to be downloaded by the download manager. Once a data file or executable 
is no longer needed, the file manager takes care of deleting the file and all file references. The file manager 
sets up and tears down the temporary work directories used by work processors to execute tasks. The work 
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processor threads make calls to the file manager to setup temporary directories. The file manager makes 
sure that the work directories contain all the required files and returns the path to the work processor. Once 
the task has been executed, the work processor calls the file manager again to clean up the directory. All 
data input files and executables are deleted from the directory, the files left in the directory are then 
archived as a result, and a reference to the archived result file is saved for the upload manager. Basically, 
all filesystem calls are wrapped by the file manager. The file manager uses the Boost Filesystem library 
(BOOST, 2003) for all filesystem related system calls to ensure good portability between platforms.
 The main purpose of the task scheduler is to assign tasks. It provides the function getTasks() to 
accomplish this goal. The client manager makes the request on behalf of clients sending WORK request 
messages, and the work processors call the function for themselves when they need another task to work 
on. The getTasks() function takes three arguments: a list of acceptable operating system platforms, the 
number of desired tasks, and the ID string of the requesting node. The task scheduler takes the operating 
system list and constructs a list of projects supporting those platforms. Work is assigned from this list of 
projects. If the available projects do not support any operating system on the input list, no work is returned. 
If the projects in the constructed list have differing project priorities, lottery scheduling is used to determine 
the priority level to assign from first. The probabilities .75, .18, .05, .01, and .01 are assigned to the priority 
levels 0, 1, 2 , 3, and 4 respectively. If there are not enough available tasks at the chosen priority level, the 
next level down is iteratively chosen until either enough work has been assigned or all priority levels have 
been visited. The task scheduler then returns a list of the assigned work. The status of each assigned task is 
changed from TASK_READY, to TASK_ASSIGNED to prevent the task from being assigned multiple 
times, though we plan on supporting task redundancy in the future, it is not currently implemented.
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   CHAPTER 5
   EMPIRICAL EVALUATION
 This chapter outlines our planned empirical evaluations. Each evaluation is presented in a single 
subsection. Each subsection will briefly describe the goal for the evaluation, provide a setup (where 
appropriate), a list of constants, a list of variables, a list of measurements, and a short procedural (where 
appropriate).
   5.1 Lottery Scheduling Simulation for Task Assignment by Cluster Managers
 Each cluster manager may host multiple projects with varying priorities. We will evaluate a 
stochastic lottery scheduling algorithm for priority scheduling at the cluster manager level. The goal of this 
simulation is to tune the parameters of our lottery scheduling algorithm for task assignment to find a 
balance between fairness and prioritization under ideal circumstances. 
 Constants. The simulation will have one cluster manager and 100 clients. Each client will have 
100% availability. For simplicity, all clients will be assumed to have the same CPU rating. All tasks are 
created at time 0 and have the same duration - one simulated hour. There are three projects for each priority 
level. There are five priority levels, level one being the highest priority and five being the lowest. Each 
project has 1,000 tasks to complete, 15,000 tasks total.
 Variables. The first variable is the ratio of lottery tickets from each priority level to the next. We 
will begin our investigation using the following three ratios: 2:1, 4:1, and n:(n-1). The ratio 2:1 is the ratio 
suggested by Waldspurger and Weihl. (2004). We choose one steeper ratio and one flatter ratio to begin our 
investigation. With the ratio 2:1 priority level 1 will be given 16 lottery tickets. Each subsequent priority 
level will be given half as many, level five having only one ticket. With the 4:1 scheme, priority level one 
will be given 256 tickets. Each subsequent level will be given 1/4 this number with priority level five 
having one ticket. With the n:(n-1) scheme, priority level 1 will have 5 tickets, level 2 will have 4 tickets, 
etc. Level 5 will be given 1 ticket. 
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 The second variable is the selection algorithm for projects (tasks) with the same priority level. The 
simulation will cover first-come-first-serve, round-robin, and random selection. Random selection will 
simply choose one of the three projects with equal probability. 
 The third variable is the decision made in the event a given priority level has no tasks. There are 
two reasonable choices: choosing the next priority level up or choosing the next priority level down.
 Measurements. The average turnaround time for tasks at each priority level will be calculated.
 Procedure. Time begins at zero and increments linearly at one minute intervals. All clients arrive at 
time zero for task assignment. Each client is assigned one task at a time, returning for another task once the 
duration for the previous task is fulfilled. A random number is  then generated (the lottery ticket). The range 
of the number is based on the ticketing scheme, the 2:1 scheme ranges between 0 and 30, the 4:1 scheme 
ranges between 0 and 339, and so on. The winner is chosen by the range of the value chosen. The 
simulation ends when all tasks are completed. A simulation run is performed for each combination of the 
three defined variables.
 When all the tasks are the same duration and each priority level has the same number of tasks, all 
priority one tasks should finish before lower priority tasks. However, lower priority tasks should be given 
the opportunity to make progress. We will select the ratio scheme which best meets this constraint and 
implement this scheme into the middleware. 
 Results. There was no difference in performance associated with the out-of-task resolution 
algorithms in terms of average turnaround time per priority level. Therefore, for the discussion regarding 
average turnaround times, we will plot only the results for the scheduling scheme using the round-robin 
out-of-task resolution algorithm.
 The scheduling schemes utilizing ratios 2:1 and 4:1 with upward out-of-task resolution exhibit 
priority inversions when the highest priority level has no tasks left to distribute (fig. 5.1). When the highest 
priority levels are out of work, the upward out-of-task resolution function looks for tasks on the lowest 
priority level. This behavior causes the lowest level priority projects to complete before some higher level 
priority projects. This is not the desired behavior when the task duration is constant and equal. We can rule 
out the use of these scheduling schemes. 
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Figure 5.1.  Average Turnaround Time Per Priority Level
 All of the scheduling schemes using the ratio N:(N-1) lack sufficient distinction between priority 
levels. We would prefer a more significant distinction between priority levels than this scheme can provide, 
hence we will avoid using these schemes. We continue by examining the behavior of the remaining 
scheduling schemes against a first-in-first-out (FIFO) scheduling policy (Figure 5.2). 
Figure 5.2.  Comparing Lottery Scheduling Against FIFO Scheduling
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 The lottery scheduling scheme using a 4:1 ratio with either nearest or downward out-of-task-
resolution is comparable to FIFO when all of the task durations are equivalent. The advantage to using a 
stochastic scheduling is apparent when the lower priority tasks have shorter durations. Because lottery 
scheduling gets these tasks assigned sooner, much like a shortest-job-first scheduler would do, projects with 
short tasks don’t have to wait as long before completing. To demonstrate this, we will change the run time 
of all tasks from 60 minutes to 1 minute, except priority level 1 tasks, which will retain their 60 minute 
duration. Figure 5.3 shows the results for this scenario. We observe the lottery scheduling schemes as 
having a slight edge over FIFO in this case.
Figure 5.3.  Comparing Lottery Scheduling Against FIFO With Shorter 
Task Times In Lower Priority Levels
 Now we will discuss the affect the secondary scheduling algorithms have on the average TAT of 
tasks on the same priority level. The secondary scheduling algorithm is used to choose between multiple 
projects existing on the same priority level. Ideally, we would like projects on the same priority level to 
have equivalent average turnaround times. Figure 5.4 shows the average TAT of projects on priority level 1 
for the primary lottery scheduling scheme using a 4:1 ratio, with downward out-of-task resolution.
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Figure 5.4.  Performance of Secondary Scheduling Algorithms
 We can see that choosing the In Order or FIFO scheduling algorithm for selecting a project among 
projects on the same priority level leads to undesirable behavior. Both the Round Robin and Random 
Selection algorithms display the desired behavior. Random selection has the advantage of not needing to 
reference the previously selected project in order to make the scheduling decision. We see this as an 
advantage in a highly concurrent scenario.












In Order (FIFO) Round Robin Random Selection
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   CHAPTER 6
   CONCLUSIONS
 We had high expectations at the onset of this project. As the project progressed and the number of 
bugs encountered became overwhelming, one thing became painfully clear: debugging multiprogrammed 
network applications is hard. These applications exhibit nondeterministic behavior. Some faults are simply 
not consistently reproducible, even in controlled environments. Further, any change to any aspect of the 
middleware required the system be fully retested to ensure correctness, making the debugging process even 
more intractable. Modularizing the system helped, but wasn’t a panacea. Given the size of the project, we 
conclude that we grossly underestimated the amount of time needed to implement, test, and debug our 
middleware. Having said that, we still feel the work is an incremental step forward and was worth 
undertaking. Many valuable lessons were learned and will not be soon forgotten.
 One valuable conclusion that we draw from this project is this: as hard as multiprogramming is, it 
can be leveraged to simplify a program’s architecture. When used with appropriately modularized 
components, a multi-threaded application can actually be easier to implement and debug than its single 
threaded counter part, because it offers a vehicle for simplifying a system’s state machines.
6.1 Future Work
 There are many areas where this project can be improved upon. Our approach to nearly every 
system module provides opportunity for improvements and future work in many areas, including: file 
caching, data compression, and task scheduling. Here we outline some of what we feel could be the most 
interesting future work. 
 One of the larger problems with public-resource computing systems is ensuring the reliability of 
the results. The system must prevent inaccuracies introduced by calculation errors (e.g. from over-clocked 
CPUs) or cheaters. The current approach to ensuring accurate results is to have each task computed by three 
to five nodes and compare the results. Germain (2003) suggests that equivalent confidence levels can be 
achieved through statistical sampling of tasks, whereby a smaller portion of tasks would be rechecked by 
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trusted sources and untrusted sources would have their work double-checked more frequently. This 
approach would tie in nicely to a reputation system or a blacklist solution. ZetaGrid uses some trust metrics 
to this end, but their exact algorithms are not available in the literature at this time. This is certainly an area 
worth further investigation.
 In a hierarchical clustering approach to public-resource computing, as well as peer-to-peer 
approaches, each intermediate server has to anticipate future work-demand and attempt to have the work on 
hand to fill it. This is a deep and interesting produce-consumers problem providing ample opportunity for 
future work relating to the work manager’s task scheduling.
 Finally, our project’s task scheduler is an area for further work. The current implementation is 
believed to be reasonable through comparison with a FIFO scheduler, however better approaches may exist 
and further work is suggested to this end. We feel the application of machine learning and other artificial 
intelligence approaches may be of particular interest here, since there is a good deal of inference taking 
place. Essentially, the job of deciding which tasks should be assigned to a particular client can be viewed as 
a classification problem. Likewise, comparing the speed or reliability of a node relative to the other 
participants is a classification problem. Our initial instinct here was to investigate the use of a distributed 
reputation system as an input to artificial intelligence approaches, our thoughts are outlined to some extent 
in (Gilbert, Abraham, Paprzycki, 2004).
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   APPENDIX A
   SimpleDS USER MANUAL
 Here we describe the system interface from a user’s perspective. For demonstrative purposes, we 
will walk through creating an example project and preparing a few tasks for distribution. In this case, we 
will be creating a project to process 100 data files with a single executable. This kind of application belongs 
to the Single Program Multiple Data (SPMD) class of applications.
   A.1  Creating Projects
 A project is created from the command line using the sdsaddproj tool. Projects are referenced by 
unique a Universal Resource Identifier (URI) (Berners-Lee, Fielding, Masinter, 1998). Currently, the URI 
does not need to reference an actual web page, however, in the future a web page describing the project 
may be required. The following is the syntax for the sdsaddproj tool.
sdsaddproj <URI> <description> <email contact> [<priority>] [<redundancy count>]
 The first argument is the project’s reference URI. The second argument is a short description of 
the project. The third argument is a contact email address for the project. The fourth argument is optional 
and indicates the project priority, this value defaults to one. The final argument is also optional, it is the task 
redundancy value. This value also defaults to one and is ignored in the current implementation.
 For our example, we will use the URI http://www.agentlab.net/projects/example1, a short 
description, and my email address, leaving the project priority and redundancy values at the default 
settings.
./sdsaddproj http://www.agentlab.net/projects/example1 “This is an example project” 
austirg@cs.okstate.edu 
 Executing the command creates the directory $SDS_HOME/Project/<project name> for the 
project’s files, where $SDS_HOME is the install path for SimpleDS, and <project name> is the project’s 
short name. Short names are used because URIs do not represent valid path names on many operation 
systems. A project short name is derived from the project’s URI. The short name is the value after the last 
slash in the URI. E.g., the URI http://www.agentlab.net/projects/example1 would yield a short name 
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example1. The use of project short names introduce the possibility of name collisions among projects. For 
example, the projects http://www.agentlab.net/projects/example1 and http://www.okstate.edu/SimpleDS/
Projects/Whereever/example1 would cause a short name collision. A method for resolving short name 
collisions is planned but not currently implemented. After creating a project reference, data files and 
executables may be added to the project. 
   A.2  Registering Executables
 Executables are expected to be statically compiled, no library support is provided by the 
middleware. Executables are registered using the sdsaddexec tool.
sdsaddexec [--no-cache] <URI> <name> <path>
sdsaddexec [--no-cache] --os=<OSTriplet> <URI> <name> <path>
 The <URI> argument contains the project’s URI. The <name> argument is the executables 
reference name within the project. The reference name need not be the same as the executable’s actual 
name, however all future references to the executable must be made by the name supplied here. The 
<path> argument is a path to the executable being registered. During the registration process, a compressed 
copy of this file is made into $SDS_HOME/Projects/<project name>/Bin/<os name>/<os arch>/, where 
$SDS_HOME is the installation path of SimpleDS, <project name> is the project’s short name, <os name> 
is the operating system name the executable is compiled for, and <os arch> is the CPU architecture the 
executable is compiled for. 
 The --no-cache flag tells the tool to inform clients not to cache the executable. Executables are 
cached by default according to the algorithm described in section 3.5. For our example application we want 
the executables cached. For an MISD or MIMD application, executables would be used only once, hence 
we would employ the --no-cache flag for that class of applications.
 By default, sdsaddexec assumes that the executable being registered is compiled for the operating 
system hosting the project. E.g. if the project were running on Linux, then the tool assumes that the 
executable is a Linux executable. This behavior is changed by specifying the --os flag with an operating 
system triplet as an argument. An operating system triplet is a string in the form <on name>-<os ver>-<os 
arch>. The <os name> portion of the triplet describes the name of the operating system the file is compiled 
for, e.g. Linux, Darwin, Windows, etc. The <os arch> describe the CPU architecture the executable is 
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compiled for. E.g., powerpc, x86, sparc, etc. The <os ver> portion is a string describing the version of the 
operating system the system is compiled for. E.g., 8.2.0, Win32, 2.4.24-1, etc. This string is operating 
system dependent, and the system will work out operating system compatibility issues automatically. For 
example, an executable compiled for Linux 2.4.16 could also be run on 2.4.18 without issues but might not 
run on Linux 2.2.0. For the most part, upward compatibility will be assumed. That is, if an executable is 
registered for Linux 2.4.14, then it will be assumed compatible for 2.4.15, 2.4.16, 2.6.18 etc. Any 
exceptions will be handled on a case by case bases. Note that the current implementation ignores the OS 
version string and assumes complete compatibility between operating system versions. 
 To demonstrate, we will register two executables, one executable will be a Windows executable 
and the other will be for Linux. Both executables will perform the same operation, so they will be given the 
reference name exec1. For demonstrative purposes, assume the Linux executable resides in the directory /
usr/local/share/myLinuxExec, and that the Windows executable resides in the directory /usr/local/share/
myWindowsExec. Here, we show the executables being registered when the hosting system is Linux. 
./sdsaddexec http://www.agentlab.net/projects/example1 exec1 /usr/local/share/myLinuxExec
./sdsaddexec --os=Windows-WIN32-x86 http://www.agentlab.net/projects/example1 exec1 
           /usr/local/share/myWindowsExec
   A.3  Registering Data Files
 Data files are registered to a project using the sdsadddata tool. The syntax of this tool follows:
sdsadddata [--cache] [--update] [--bundle] <URI> <name> {<name>}
 Again, <URI> specifies the project’s URI. The <name> argument is the data file’s reference name 
and its actual path on the system. If the file path contains directories, they will be removed and only the 
filename will be used. Tasks in the system will make reference to this file by this value. A compressed copy 
of the data file is made in $SDS_HOME/Project/<project name>/Data/, where $SDS_HOME is the 
installation path for SimpleDS and <project name> is the short name of the project URI. Data files are not 
cached by default. To cache a data file, for example a configuration file that will be used by multiple tasks, 
the --cache flag is specified. Otherwise, a data file is used by a task, then delete from the filesystem. The --
update flag is used to tell the system to replace the current file (of the same name) with a newer version.
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 For our running example of creating a project with 100 data files to be processed, we would need 
to register each of the files using sdsadddata. A few examples are shown below:
./sdsadddata http://www.agentlab.net/projects/example1 data1
./sdsadddata http://www.agentlab.net/projects/example1 data2 data3 data4 
./sdsadddata --cache http://www.agentlab.net/projects/example1 config1
 Here we have registered the first four data files and the configuration file config1 for use in the 
system. We can see this tool works well for one or two files, but registering 100 files this way would be 
tedious. Many operating system shells provide wildcard expansion features. The sdsadddata tool will 
capitalize on this feature where possible. In this example, all the files matching the pattern data* would be 
imported to the project. 
./sdsadddata http://www.agentlab.net/projects/example1 data*
Alternatively, an entire directory of data files can be imported into the system by passing a directory path as 
the name argument instead of a file name. Here, we are importing all the contents of the directory /home/
austirg/mydata:
./sdsadddata http://www.agentlab.net/projects/example1 /home/austirg/mydata/
This tool will also support bundling multiple data files into one compressed archive. In this case the           
--bundle option would be specified along with a directory path. Then all of the files contained in the 
directory would be compressed into one archive named after the directory. 
./sdsadddata --bundle http://www.agentlab.net/projects/example1 /home/austirg/bundle1/
Finally, multiple bundles could be created simultaneously using wildcard expansion. 
./sdsadddata --bundle http://www.agentlab.net/projects/example1 /home/austirg/bundle/*
In this case, any directory name matched by the wildcard * would become bundles, and any file names 
matched by the wildcard expansion would be imported as single files. 
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   A.4  Creating Tasks
 Tasks are created using the sdsaddtask tool. There are two required arguments, the URL of the 
project the task is being created under and the quoted manifest string describing the task:
./sdsaddtask http://www.agentlab.net/projects/example1 “MANIFEST STRING”
The command returns 0 if the task is created successfully, and returns -1 if there is an error. Possible errors 
may include an invalid task manifest string, an unregistered project, or a manifest string containing 
references to files that haven’t been registered. The format of the manifest string is described in the 
following section.
   A.5  Example Task Manifests
 Task manifests are strings that describe tasks. They describe the components needed by a task and 
how these components relate to each other. Task components include data files, executables, operating 
systems/architecture constraints, compilers and/or interpreters needed, and output files created as a result of 
execution. The task manifest format is relatively straightforward but flexible. Rather than present a formal 
definition of the manifest grammar, we demonstrate the grammar with examples. At times, our examples 
will refer back commands from section A.3.
A.5.1 Simplest Example
 The simplest possible manifest string looks like this:
data:( data1 )
exec:( exec1 ):( Darwin-8.0.0-powerpc )
{exec1}:( data1 ):()
Note we are adding return characters for readability, but these are not required by the system. The data 
declaration data:( ) declares what data files the task will use. The example above requires one data file: 
data1. The data file name here refers to data files we registered previously using the sdsadddata tool, refer 
to section A.3 for a review.
 The next section is the executable declaration. This section defines the executables needed by the 
task and the architectures the task can be executed on. This task requires an executable referred to as exec1. 
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The only supported platform is Apple’s Macintosh operating system version 10, or Darwin 8 as reported by 
the unix command uname -s and uname -r. 
 The final section in this example declares the relationship between the data files and the 
executables. This example is equivalent to the following DOS or UNIX command lines: “exec1 data1”. It 
simply says run exec1 with the file data1 as the only argument. All task output will be redirected to a file 
called OUTPUT, all task error messages written to standard error are redirected to a file called ERRORS. 
An ERRORS file with a size larger than zero indicates an error occurred during the task. After a task is 
executed, the OUTPUT and ERRORS files are archived together and are returned as the result.
A.5.2 An Example With Data File Caching
 Here we give a slightly more advanced example, demonstrating the file caching segment. Recall 
that executable files are cached by default. Project wide configuration files should make use of this 
example to prevent clients from repeatedly downloading them:
data:( data1 configFile )
exec:( exec1 exec2 ):( Darwin-8.0.0-powerpc Linux-2.4-i386 )
cached:( configFile)
{exec1}:( configFile data1 ):( myoutputfile )
{exec2}:( myoutputfile ):()
 Here we define a data file, data1, and a configuration file, configFile. We also declare two 
executables, exec1 and exec2. Two operating systems are supported this time. The configuration file, 
configFile is declared to be cached with the cached:() segment. The equivalent command line is: “./exec1 
configFile data1 & ./exec2 myoutputfile”. In this example we explicitly declared an output file called 
myoutputfile. This is a file that we opened and wrote data to using language or system calls. The contents of 
myoutputfile are generated during the execution of exec1, if the return code of exec1 permits, exec2 is 
subsequently executed passing myoutputfile as the only command line argument. 
A.5.3 A MISD or MIMD Example
 Perhaps a project needs to execute each executable only once, as in a MISD or MIMD scenario. In 
this case, we want to override the default caching for executable files so that they are used once and then 
discarded. We do this using the notCached:() segment:
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data:( configFile )




Note that the cached and notCached segments must appear after the data and exec segments.
A.5.4 An Example with a Command Line Argument Flag
 Passing flags and arguments into executables is sometimes desirable. We use double quotes to 
specify command line arguments, options, and flags.
data:( data1 )
exec:( exec1 ):( Darwin-8.0.0-powerpc Linux-2.4-i386 )
{exec1}:( “--flag1” “value” “--input-file” data1 ):()
This manifest is equivilent to “./exec1 --flag1 value --input-file data1”. This manifest demonstrates how to 
pass command line options into your executables.
A.5.5 Access to Virtual Machines, Compilers, and Interpreters
 One of the design goals of SimpleDS was to ensure flexibility. It is designed to run task 
executables that require a virtual machine or interpreter. We use the term stub to refer to such a non-native 
subsystem. It should be noted that our primary focus in development is getting native code working, and 
the stub implementation is incomplete, we are presenting the manifest syntax here for completeness and to 
highlight the potential for flexibility. 
data:( data1 )
stub:( java ):( 1.4):( exec1.class )
{exec1.class}:( data1 ):()
 This manifest defines a task that runs the class exec1.class on the JVM version 1.4. There is a 
single data file, data1. This is equivalent to the command line “java exec1 data1”. 
 Perhaps we want the clients to compile the java class using javac version 1.4 and then execute the 
class on the appropriate JVM:
data:( data1 exec1.java )
compiler( javac ):(1.4)
stub:( java ):( 1.4):( exec1.class )
{javac}:( exec1.java ):(exec1.class )
{exec1.class}:( data1 ):()
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Note the slight difference between the use of the stub:() segment and the compiler:() segment. The stub 
segment is used to declare scripts or byte code that is dependent on a virtual machine or interpreter for 
execution, whereas the compiler segment defines an exposed system executable that will generate 
executables or byte code files that can be run later or returned as a result. An example of compiling a C 
program and then executing it on some data:
data:( file1.c file2.c file3.c data1 )
compiler( gcc ):(3.3)
{gcc}:( file1.c file2.c file3.c ):(a.out)
{a.out}:(data1):()
Here we compile three C files into one executable, a.out, and then execute a.out to process our data file, 
data1. Notice that the supported operating systems are not defined. Any source code must be portable and 
account for the platform. You can see having access to compilers could be useful for MIMD projects with 
many small executables but probably should be excluded from use in a more general scenario.
 Perl, Python, Ruby, and the Parrot virtual machine could be accessed fairly easily using our stub 
context. Scripting languages make heavy use of extendable modules, Perl is a good example of this. 
Installed modules vary from system to system, so dependent modules are encouraged to be distributed as 
cached data files in conjunction with the use of command line arguments to define the include directory as 
“.” 
 Stubs are not automatically available, each compiler or virtual machine that a client wants to 
expose must be explicitly registered with SimpleDS. In the future, it may be possible to only expose stubs 
and prevent clients from executing native code. Again flexibility is a design goal.
   A.6  System Management and Performance Monitoring Tools
 The primary tool used for investigating projects, project files, and tasks will be sdsshow. This tool 
has not yet been implemented. Sdsshow will display some information about the current projects, project 
files, and project tasks. For example, it may show a list of all the projects along with the number of 
complete tasks and the total number of tasks. It may also show some statistical information, such as 
turnaround time, or average turnaround time per task, etc. It will also display information about the status 
of a task. In general, the sdsshow tool will be used to query the back-end database for the most common 
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information. The interface for this tool has not been finalized. We envision something like the unix 
command top.
 The tools for deleting projects, tasks, data files, and executables will be: sdsdelproj, sdsdeltask, 
sdsdeldata, sdsdelexec. The interface for these tools will be in the form <tool name> <URI> <val>, e.g. “./
sdsdelexec http://www.agentlab.net/projects/example1 exec1” indicates that we want to delete the 
executable named exec1 from the project http://www.agentlab.net/projects/example1. Note that the 
executables for all platforms would be eliminated with this command. Finer grained control will likely be 
implemented also. Further, the state of any unassigned tasks depending on this executable would be 
changed to prevent their assignment. Sdsdeldata is the data file counter part to sdsdelexec and works in the 
same fashion. Sdsdelproj would eliminate the executables, data files, tasks, and results for an entire project. 
A flag will be available to prevent the destruction of results, however the default command will clean 
results also. The Sdsdeltask command deletes single tasks from the system. 
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